energize
the earth
buy the sun
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A

s technology leaders

in Spring 2007 by four solar industry experts and al-

in the mass production

ready by Autumn 2008 started as the first solar com-

of micromorph thin-ﬁlm

pany in Europe with the industry mass production of

modules we have set

micromorph thin-film solar modules. During the last few

our goal to make clean solar energy

months, Inventux has made a name for itself in the dy-

competitive.

namic solar industry and currently employs around 200
employees.

Inventux modules are the safe al-

Ahead of
the Future
Company
and Mission

ternative for tomorrow – and today,

Due to the intensive focus in Research and Development

because we rely on clean and avail-

(R&D) and the consequent increase of the module efﬁ-

able raw materials in the manu-

ciency, Inventux continuously spurs solar technology on.

facturing. For a sustainable energy

The goal: To be one of the top ﬁve leading manufacturers

supply “Made in Germany”.

of silicon-based, thin-ﬁlm solar modules, attaining competitiveness for solar power – thus paving the way for the

The high-tech company Inventux

transition from traditional energies to clean renewable

Technologies AG was founded

energies.

»

Inventux is an

enterprise that
operates economically,
ethically and innovatively. That’s exactly
why we’re successful.
Volko Löwenstein,
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Visionary Ideas for True Innovations
Competencies and Management

»

Our micromorph

»

Our clients’

success is our

»

Our certified

product quality

technology has

success, therefore

Made in Germany”

high potential for

we offer installers

assures yields in

efficiency and is

an optimal

the growing solar

truly sustainable.

product service.

market.

Roland Sillmann,
Chief Technology Ofﬁcer

Christian Plesser,
Chief Sales and Marketing Ofﬁcer

Oliver Rothe,
Chief Financial Ofﬁcer

A

t Inventux we have ex-

We are particularly proud of the real commitment we put into what we do. Our work method is dynamic, determined,

perienced specialists

straightforward and success-oriented – and this success motivates us each day anew.

for every relevant ﬁeld
of production: From

Every member of the board has long-term experience and international market expertise in the ﬁeld of renewable

micromorph thin-ﬁlm technology

energies: Being engaged in various positions of the solar industry for several years, our team has been success-

and production technology to in-

fully operating while building the solar sector of an internationally active German enterprise. Furthermore, the

ternational research, development

management team is comprised of highly qualiﬁed and passionate specialists who convince through their expe-

and networking.

rience and performance-enhancing leadership skills.
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I

nventux produces powerful

consistent, sustainable and non-toxic advancement of the thin-

micromorph photovoltaic mo-

ﬁlm cell made of amorphous silicon and, due to its wide spec-

dules based on silicon, thin-

tral acceptance, has a very high potential for efﬁciency.

ﬁlm technology.
Its excellent performance under partial shading, diffuse light

Micromorph photovoltaic modules

and high temperatures provides outstanding energy yields

contain absorbers made of amor-

and therefore an increase in returns. The narrow output tol-

phous and microcrystalline silicon

erance of +/- 3 % leads to an optimum system conﬁguration

that lend themselves to combine

without time-consuming presorting.

within a tandem solar cell because

Products with
Integrated
Sustainability
Modules and
Components

the different band gaps facilitate a

With an ideal area of 1.43 square meters, the almost square

more effective exploitation of solar

and frameless Inventux thin-ﬁlm modules are exceptionally

radiation, and mass production on

well-suited for all grid-connected photovoltaic solar power

similar production machines can

plants, offering an excellent cost-beneﬁt ratio, and fulﬁlling

take place.

the highest aesthetic standards through its smooth black
surface.

The combination of an amorphous
(a-Si) with a microcrystalline (µc-Si)

Our innovative packaging concept consists of eco-friendly,

cell is referred to as a micromorph

easy to handle packaging units of 22 modules that enable

cell. This micromorph cell is the

easy removal of the modules “on-site”.
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Pioneers in
High-Tech Quality
The Module
Structure

T

hin-ﬁlm modules are dif-

bondings to the chalcopyrite structure CuInS 2 (CIS, CIGS,

ferentiated according to

CISe).

their semiconductors –

With Inventux silicon-based thin-ﬁlm modules, the materials

amorphous and micro-

essentially responsible for the function of absorbing light

crystalline silicon (a-Si and µc-Si),

and converting it to electric energy consist of ultra-thin layers

cadmium telluride (CdTe) and the

only a few nanometers thick, which are applied to a large-
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The thickness of a human hair is 40 µm. The thickness of the a-Si and µc-Si layer combined amounts to a

area surface glass substrate using vacuum coating technologies. A specially
ﬁne-tuned front contact and back contact system that includes a reﬂector layer
ensures effective light coupling into the active layers. The coated substrates
are bonded together into a module with ﬁlm and back glass, contacted and
then provided with two junction boxes and connecting cables on the upper
module corners.

1

Front glass - 3.2 mm

2

TCO front contact - 1.5 µm*

3

a-Si - 0.3 µm*

4

µc-Si - 1.5 µm*

5

TCO back contact - 1.5 µm*

6

Reﬂector - 17 µm*

7

Film - 0.76 mm

8

Back glass - 3.2 mm

* 1 µm is equivalent to 0,001 mm

thickness of only 1.8 µm.
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Pioneers
in Production
Technology
The Process

I

n contrast to crystalline tech-

process at low pressure, and the extremely thin silicon lay-

nologies, the production of solar

ers are deposited in a plasma-supported mass process.

cells and solar modules using

During the process of monolithic wiring, the cells are con-

the Inventux production me-

nected between the front contact of one cell and the back

thod are highly automized and

contact of the adjacent cell – a process requiring three laser

consolidated into one single pro-

scribing steps.

cess. The transparent conductive

An advantage of this high-tech production method in regards

oxides (TCO) are applied to the

to operational reliability and longevity: Susceptible solder

carrier glass in a chemical coating

joints and the handling of cell strings are eliminated.
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Our silicon-based, micromorph thin-ﬁlm solar modules offer decisive technological,
ecological and economic advantages.

Material

Silicon (Si) has the potential for very high efﬁciencies.
Silicon is completely void of toxins and is thus ecologically safe.
The availability of silicon is practically unlimited.
Silicon is a known substance that has been researched comprehensively.
Silicon-based, thin-ﬁlm technologies are well-established and recognized
worldwide as being reliable.
The coating thickness, just about 1 % of the thickness of a crystalline cell,
results from deposition out of the gas phase.
The combination of microcrystalline silicon with amorphous silicon to form
multilayer systems results in higher efﬁciencies.
Due to the extremely thin, active silicon coating, the amount of material required
is considerably less, and the low-temperature production method saves energy
and resources.

Technology

Economic
Viability, Efficiency
and Ecology
Under One Roof
The Advantages

The extremely thin 0.0018 mm absorber layer requires only a minimum amount
of raw material (silicon); the layer thickness is just one hundredth of that of
conventional crystalline technology.
Module production with less energy and material consumption means a
considerably reduced energy payback time.
The fully automated production means a simpliﬁed production process,
cost savings and consistent high quality.
The high absorption coefﬁcient ensures a high energy yield.
The large-area cells minimize energy losses due to electric resistance between cells.
Monolithic wiring during the process makes subsequent manual production
steps superﬂuous.

»

For us, highest product quality and competent
expert consultation are the steady preconditions
for teamwork with our suppliers. Inventux fulfills both
these requirements – not only during the preliminary
talk, but also in actual implementation.
Peter Wennemuth, Owner Wennemuth Elektrotechnik
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W

e place special em-

To the beneﬁt of our customers, Inventux partners with several so-

phasis on fair and

lar equipment manufacturers: In cooperation with sub-construc-

long-term partner-

tion manufacturers, we have developed cost-saving and efﬁcient

ships with our cus-

mounting systems especially for our “X-Series MICROMORPH”

tomers. Already during the product

modules, continuous coordination with manufacturers of inver-

development the needs and re-

ters makes the safe connection to the public grid possible.

quests of our customers are continuously integrated.

All Our Energy
for Your
Satisfaction
Service
for Customers
and Users

With our accompanying system conﬁguration and planning as
well as after sales support, we offer added value: always with

The result: Ground-breaking solar

a personal contact partner.

technology, optimally tailored to
the needs of the market, with cus-

Furthermore, we support our customers with professional mar-

tomized service at all times. As a

keting measures for trade fairs, events and Internet, as well as

technology enterprise, constant

with communication material and customized product training.

innovation, growth and sustainable
planning ensure that we can of-

Our international network of well-known partners for installa-

fer our partners excellent product

tion, technology and research creates an important exchange

quality “Made in Germany” and

of information and access to additional knowledge, which our

deliver high returns.

customers beneﬁt from.
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Profitability
and Longevity
Simple, Fast
and Efficient
Installation

T

he safe and long-term

in the system conﬁguration. The integrated, high-grade “ﬁX” steel

durable installation is

carrier proﬁles on the back of the modules guarantee the maxi-

an important contribu-

mum continuous temperature and corrosion resistance, as well as

tion to the proﬁtability

eliminating static fatigue. Even under high exposure to snow and

of a PV-system. The beneﬁt is es-

wind, the module glass is protected through the static system.

pecially high when careful planning and highly effective mounting

At the same time, they make various installation types possible

systems come together in the imple-

(geometric ﬂexibility). There are several, variety-rich mounting

mentation. Inventux sets standards

systems and possibilities available just for this purpose. Thanks

in both ﬁelds. Right from the start,

to our intelligent module design with integrated, hook-in 3-step

we support our clients professionally

mounting technology, the entire installation is simple, fast and

and with lots of expert knowledge

efﬁcient.

On-roof PV-system in east-west orientation,
75 kWp Inventux X-Series MICROMORPH Modules

True Enthusiasm
for Real Success
Our Values
and Principles

P

assion, openness and

teams work together interdepartmentally on a project

a motivating success-

basis. Committed employees ﬁnd a wide range of oppor-

oriented work method:

tunities for their professional and personal develop-

That is our innovative

ment.

company’s formula for success.

We place emphasis on training and further education of our

In our company, interdisciplinary

team, for example with our trainee program, integrated BA

»

Inventux offers me the opportunity to effectively
incorporate my research approaches and my experience;
for me this particularly means putting them into practice.

»

At a fast growing company like Inventux, you work
independently on projects rather quickly. That contributes
positively to your personal development.

or Masters university courses, as well as supplemented education in
the technical and commercial fields.
We believe in ﬂat hierarchies, self-independent working, shaping opportunities within a rapidly growing enterprise, and career development prospects for aspiring employees with potential – because success is the best
form of motivation.

Dr. Bradley P. Tinkham,
36 years old, is a process
engineer from Chicago, Illinois,
who has been with Inventux
since February 2008.

Antje Stanossek,
22 years old, is a mechatronics
engineer trainee and
has been with Inventux since
September 2008.
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